
 

You can easily download and watch latest Telugu Video Songs for free here. You can also download MP3 Songs of Telugu Movies for free. Telugu Cinema is considered as one of the most popular Indian Cinema. Telugu Movie Industry is one of the biggest production house in India featuring numerous block buster movies every year. The famous Tollywood Film Industry has garnered immense love
from all over the world and it is well established as a famous center for cinema with great potential worldwide. Telugu movies are very popular for their great storyline and realistic settings. In the year 1919, the first Telugu Film was screened in Vijayawada, which is also known as the historical home of Telugu Cinema. In the year 1926, one of the famous producer from Hyderabad named
Tammareddy Veerabrahmam produced a film called "Surya Bava", which is a remake of a Hindi film called "Manmohan". This movie also got a silver jubilee in 1969 after screening 60,000 times in regional languages. In the year 1949, Sri Nallamalini released her first film called "Mrugam" which was released in 40 centers. After that, she has made several other films including "Sriman Sesha",
"Manchi Rojulu Vachchani", and "Tejaa Vidhvaa". In the year 1931, a film called "Vinayakudu" was made by H. M. Reddy which was released in Hindi and Telugu simultaneously. In the year 1952, a director named Bommarillu Bhaskar made a film called Brahmeswari which is said to be the first Color Telugu film making history by releasing Color talkies in India. In the year 1953, the first
CinemaScope movie was released in India and that movie was named as Seema Bhargavi. This movie was directed by famous director Pratap. In the year 1954, a director named N. T. Rama Rao released a film called "Mayalodu" which is said to be the first CinemaScope talkie in South India and also dubbed Telugu film made in India. In the year 1957, a film named "Mayabazar" by famous producer
C. Pullayya was released in Telugu language making it one of the biggest blockbuster movie of that time with huge collections from all over the world. In the year 1962, the first sound film of South India titled as "Sati Sulochana" was made by famous director Balabhadra. This movie got a silver jubilee in 2011 after screening 300,000 times in regional languages. In the year 1964, a film called
"Saddula Gopi" by R. Raghava Rao was released making it one of the biggest blockbuster movie both at domestic and worldwide level. In the year 1967, a director named P. C. Sriramulu released a feature film called "Chandralekha". This movie also got a silver jubilee after screening 100,000 times in regional languages.
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